
General Information  

Academic subject History of political doctrines 

Degree course 2017-2018 

Curriculum Philosophy and History 

ECTS credits 6 

Compulsory attendance No 

Language  Italiano 

  

Subject teacher Name Surname Mail address SSD 

 Adelina 

Bisignani 

Adelinarita.bisignani@uniba.it SPS/02 

    

ECTS credits details 6   

Basic teaching activities    

    

Class schedule  

Period  Second Semester 

Year  First year 

Type of class Lecture- workshops 

  

Time management   

Hours  150 

In-class study hours 42 

Out-of-class study hours 108 

  

Academic calendar  

Class begins First March2018 

Class ends May 31, 2018 

  

Syllabus  

Prerequisites/requirements  

Expected learning outcomes (according 

to Dublin Descriptors) (it is 

recommended that they are congruent 

with the learning outcomes contained in 

A4a, A4b, A4c tables of the SUA-CdS) 

Knowledge and understanding Knowledge of the History of political 

doctrines in reference to the concepts of state, democracy, 

sovereignty, and political parties. 

Knowledge and understanding of political processes and 

theoretical reflections about the nature of politics and the state, 

as wel as their historical transformations. Ability to analyse 

current political dynamics and to establish communicative and 

interactive processes able to influence elite training mechanisms  

Applying knowledge and understanding 

See above 

Making informed judgements and choices 

Ability to interpreter contemporary history autonomously 

Communicating knowledge and understanding  

Ability to relate to more languages with interlocutors provid 

with knowledge to philosophy and policy techniques. 

Capacities to continue learning  

Autonomous learning and critical analysis of classics of political 

thought 

Contents • The critical analysis of the present in relation to its 

becoming historical, not the necessary overcoming of social 

anxiety. The purpose of course is to identify the 

fundamental characters of the modern democracy as 

defined by Machisvelli in our day. 



Course program The friend-enemy logic and the theme of peace in political 

thought 

Bibliography C. Schmitt, The political categories, by the care G.Miglio, Il 

Mulino Bologna 1970; C. Schmitt, Land and sea, Adelphi. Milano 

2006; C .Schmitt, Partisan theory, Adhelphi, Milano 2006; 

Ortega y gasset ,Meditation on Europe,in Id. Political writings, 

Utet, Torino 1979. Non-attendants must add the manual of the 

story of political thought by C .Galli, part four and fifth. (‘800 

and ‘900) 

Notes  

Teaching methods Didactic frontal  and seminars 

Assessment methods (indicate at least 

the type written, oral, other) 

Final oral examination of the exams is published on the site. 

Evaluation criteria (Explain for each 

expected learning outcome what a 

student has to know, or is able to do, 

and how many levels of achievement 

there are. 

1) Verification of the knowledge of the texts proposed in 

the course.2)  Knowledge of the political and 

institutional mechanism of different national and 

European nations.3) ability to interpret political 

systems.  4)Adequate communication skills at the level 

of the studies achieved. 5) adequate ability to learn the  

historical political mechanisms in reference to the 

historical period of time. 

Further information Knowledege of at least one language. 

 


